Wireless N Extender

**Perfect for**
- Extending the range of your WiFi network to reach any WiFi blackspots (repeater mode)
- Creating a WiFi network (access point mode)
- Receiving a WiFi signal and turning it into a wired connection (bridge mode)

**KEY FEATURES**
- 3 in 1 functionality. Works as a wireless repeater, wireless access point or wireless bridge
- When in wireless repeater mode: Extend wireless signal to areas unreached by router
- When in wireless access point mode: Connect into a modem/router to create a wireless network
- When in wireless bridge mode: Receive a wireless signal and turn it into a wired connection
- High speed wireless N300 capable
- WPS button for easy pairing with wireless clients
- Connects directly to the wall - allows for unobtrusive placement within the home/office
The NetComm Wireless N Extender is the perfect product to combat weak wireless signals in the home or office. With its triple functionality, the NP124 is the perfect product to give users a massive wireless boost.

If you have an existing wireless network that cannot service all areas, the NP124 will work as a wireless repeater. Simply plug the device into a convenient location, it will pick up the existing weak wireless signal and redistribute a strong wireless signal for users to connect to. No more non-existent, unstable or inconsistent wireless signals in the upstairs bedrooms, living rooms at the end of the house or the far corner office.

If you have an existing Internet connection but no wireless or older Wireless G, then the NP124 can connect directly into your modem/router and act as a wireless N access point. When in access point mode the NP124 connects into your modem/router by Ethernet cable and makes available a high speed wireless signal that multiple users can connect to.

If you have a specific product, like an Internet enabled TV or gaming console that you want a wired connection to, then use the NP124 in wireless bridge mode.

The NP124 is designed to connect directly into the wall and its tidy housing makes it an unobtrusive fixture in any home or office. Also featuring a WPS button and advanced wireless security options, the NP124 is an ideal solution for enabling wireless connectivity throughout your entire home or office.

1 Maximum wireless signal rate and coverage values are derived from IEEE Standard 802.11g and 802.11n specifications. Actual wireless speed and coverage are dependent on network and environmental conditions included but not limited to volume of network traffic, building materials and construction/layout.